The multiple depot vehicle scheduling problem (MDVSP) is a well-known and important problem arising in public transport. Although many solution approaches have been published in the literature, algorithms using metaheuristics appeared only very recently (Large Neighborhood Search and Tabu Search). In this paper, we introduce an Iterated Local Search algorithm for the MDVSP, incorporating a neighborhood schema called "block moves", based on the notion of ejection chains. Using a set of benchmark instances, we show empirically that the proposed algorithm performs better than the best metaheuristics implemented so far and obtains high quality results within short computational times.
Introduction
Given a set of trips and a set of vehicles housed in several depots of limited capacity, the multiple depot vehicle scheduling problem (MDVSP) aims at scheduling the vehicles to cover all the trips such that the resulting schedule satisfies a set of constraints and minimizes a cost function.
The MDVSP is a key step in the operational planning process of public transport companies. However, it is a challenging problem, shown to be NP-hard when two depots at least are considered (1) .
The literature offers a range of solution methods developed in the last three decades. The early works on this problem focus on heuristic algorithms (see for instance (3; 6; 23) ). Two main approaches coexisted essentially. The first one consists in clustering the trips and assigning them to the depot first, and then scheduling the vehicles in each depot separately. In the second approach, the whole fleet is first scheduled as if there were only one depot and then the resulting schedules are assigned to each depot. This latter idea is still employed in the construction of our initial solution.
Since the end of the 80's, several exact algorithms have been proposed. The models employed belong to one of the three following categories:
• single-commodity flow formulations (e.g. (5; 9)), • multicommodity flow formulations (e.g. (10; 15; 16; 14) ), • set partitioning formulations (e.g. (22; 13; 20) ).
Detailing the different models is beyond the scope of this paper. We refer interested readers to (19) and (8) for a general presentation of transportation issues, including vehicle scheduling problems. For a dedicated and up-to-date survey on vehicle scheduling models, the reader is referred to (4) .
Integer linear programming remains undoubtedly the most popular approach to the MDVSP. Very recently and for the first time, two metaheuristic algorithms based on Large Neighborhood Search (LNS) and Tabu Search (TS) were reported (21) . Using a set of randomly generated instances, the authors compared these two novel approaches with three existing good performing heuristics: a heuristically applied CPLEX MIP solver, a Lagrangian heuristic and a column generation heuristic. They showed a dominance of the column generation heuristic in terms of solution quality. If a compromise between quality and computational time is aimed, LNS appears to be the best alternative, TS performing rather poorly. It should be noted that both the column generation heuristic and LNS metaheuristic rely on the GENCOL package developed and improved for more than 25 years (7) .
In this study, we present a new metaheuristic algorithm relying on Iterated Local Search (ILS) to tackle the MDVSP. The proposed ILS algorithm has several original features. First, it is based on a natural and high level model. Second, the ILS algorithm employs a powerful "block moves" neighborhood schema. Based on the idea of ejection chain, the "block moves" neighborhood aims at passing good properties of a solution on to its neighboring solutions. Third, the proposed algorithm employs an efficient auction algorithm (11) for the generation of the initial schedule. Finally, it integrates a two-step perturbation mechanism, which provides the search with a controlled diversification facility.
We assess the performance of the proposed ILS algorithm on the set of the 30 MDVSP instances used in (21) . Computational comparisons show that the ILS algorithm achieves very competitive results and constitutes a viable alternative to column generation based heuristics.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows. In Sections 2 and 3, we recall the MDVSP and present a formulation of the problem as a constraint satisfaction and optimization problem. In Section 4, the main components of the iterated local search are described. Section 5 is dedicated to computational experiments and comparison with previous results. The last section summarizes the main contributions of the work.
Multiple Depot Vehicle Scheduling Problem
In this section, we present the MDVSP which has the following input data:
• Trips: a set of n commercial trips, each one being characterized by an origin and a destination with associated starting and ending times; each trip needs to be covered by exactly one vehicle. Two commercial trips are said to be feasible if after serving the first trip, a vehicle has enough transfer time to begin the second trip. Without loss of generality, we assume that the trips are ordered by increasing starting time.
• Vehicles and depots: a fleet of p vehicles housed in m depots (1 < m n) of limited capacity. A vehicle will be assigned a duty, i.e. a sequence of consecutively feasible trips. In real-world applications, there may exist requirements on the types of vehicles that can serve a commercial trip. Here, the fleet is supposed to be homogeneous such that trips can be performed by any vehicle.
• Transfers without passengers: before or after a commercial trip, a vehicle may perform a transfer without passengers. The transfer leaving a depot for reaching the first trip of the duty is called a pull-out trip. Its symmetrical counterpart is called a pull-in trip. The transfers between consecutive trips are called deadhead trips.
A valid vehicle schedule must satisfy the following four constraints:
(1) Complete cover constraints: all the trips must be covered by a vehicle.
(2) Feasible sequence constraints: two consecutive trips covered by a vehicle must be feasible. (3) Depot attachment constraints: the vehicles return to the depot they start from. (4) Depot capacity constraints: the number of vehicles used in each depot does not exceed the depot capacity.
Moreover, a valid vehicle schedule needs to minimize an objective function, composed of fixed and operational costs.
(1) Fixed cost related to scheduled vehicles: each scheduled vehicle represents a fixed and important cost P . (2) Operational costs: these costs are induced by non-commercial trips, i.e.
pull-in, pull-out and deadhead trips.
The cost structure indicates the importance accorded to the minimisation of the number of vehicles used while it leaves the operational costs as a secondary objective. For practical reason, P is spread over the costs of the pull-in and pull-out trips. Consequently, the Multiple Depot Vehicle Scheduling Problem consists in determining a vehicle schedule that satisfies the set of imperative constraints 1)-4) while minimizing the fixed and operational costs.
Problem Formulation
In this section, a formulation of the MDVSP is proposed. For this purpose, we first introduce some basic notations.
• n, m, p: the number of trips, depots and vehicles.
• T = {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n }: the set of n trips, ordered according to the increasing starting times.
• (s i , e i ): the starting and ending times of a trip t i ∈ T .
• τ ij , (i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , n} 2 , i < j: the transfer time from the end of trip t i to the start of trip t j .
• H = {n + 1, . . . , n + m}: the set of m depots.
• r h : the capacity of depot h ∈ H.
• V = {1, 2, . . . , p}: the fleet of p vehicles.
• V h ⊂ V: the subset of vehicles, housed in depot h. • c ki , (k, i) ∈ H × {1, . . . , n}: the cost of pull-out trips.
• c jk , (j, k) ∈ {1, . . . , n} × H: the cost of pull-in trips.
• c hk = 0, (h, k) ∈ H 2 : there is no cost for transfers between depots.
Decision Variables and Solution Representation
In the MDVSP, we aim at scheduling the vehicles to cover all the trips, i.e. assigning a vehicle to each trip. Thus, we naturally define the set of decision variables as the set of trips T . Since each trip can be served by any vehicle, we use the set of vehicles V to define the value domain of each variable (trip) t i .
Consequently, a candidate solution, i.e. a (feasible or infeasible) vehicle schedule designated by σ, is simply an assignment of a vehicle to each trip, which can be defined by a function σ: T → V. Such a solution can be represented by a vector of length n, each element having a value from V.
In our model, constraint 1) (trips coverage) is solved by construction. Moreover, a duty implicitly starts and ends at the depot of the vehicle it is assigned to, which satisfies constraint 3) (depot attachment). Finally, the depot capacities (constraint 4) are necessarily respected since each trip is assigned a vehicle belonging to one of the subset V h .
Constraints
As mentioned just previously, constraints 1), 3) and 4) are always satisfied in our model. Consequently, the only constraints to take into account in the solution procedure are constraints of type 2 (feasible sequence constraints) associated to the trips served by a vehicle. Now consider a given trip to vehicle schedule σ.
(1) Complete cover constraints: satisfied since σ is injective. (2) Feasible sequence constraints: 
Objectives
Given a trip to vehicle assignment σ, we introduce some binary variables x ij , (i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , n, n + 1, . . . , n + m} 2 in order to facilitate the computation of the objective function. The x ij are deduced from σ and represent links between trips or between trips and depots. Different cases must be considered depending on the values of i and j:
• for (i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , n} 2 , x ij = 1 if and only if trip t j immediately follows trip t i on the same vehicle; x ij = 0 otherwise.
• for i ∈ H and j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, x ij = 1 indicates that j is the first trip of a vehicle in H.
• for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and j ∈ H, x ij = 1 means that i is the last trip of a vehicle in H.
A schedule is optimal if it minimizes the function given by:
where c ij represents the operational costs of the deadhead, pull-in and pull-out trips in σ (see notations at the beginning of Section 3). As indicated in Section 2, the fixed cost of each vehicle is integrated in its pull-in and pull-out trips.
Iterated Local Search
This section presents the iterated local search algorithm developed for the MDVSP. We first provide a general outline of the method and the framework on which the heuristic is applied, namely the search space and the evaluation function. The main ingredients of ILS are then detailed.
General ILS Algorithm
Iterated local search is a neighborhood exploration paradigm that was formally defined in (17) . The idea of ILS consists in exploring the space of local optima, with respect to a given neighborhood.
To devise an ILS algorithm, four components are needed: a GenerateInitialSolution procedure that generates an initial solution s 0 , a procedure Perturbation, that modifies the current solution s * leading to some intermediate solution s , a procedure LocalSearch that returns an improved solution s , and an AcceptanceCriterion that decides to which solution the next perturbation is applied. A high level procedural view of ILS is sketched in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of an iterated local search procedure
s 0 ← GenerateInitialSolution() s * ← LocalSearch(s 0 ) repeat s ← Perturbation(s * ) s ← LocalSearch(s ) s * ← AcceptanceCriterion(s * , s ) until termination criterion met.
Search Space and Evaluation Function
A candidate solution (or configuration) is an assignment of trips in T to vehicles in V which can be simply represented as a vector of integers.
The search space composed of all the feasible and infeasible solutions can be defined by:
As mentioned in Section 3.2, constraints 1), 3) and 4) are satisfied by construction. We thus define the constrained (or feasible) search space Ω comprising all the solutions of Σ that additionally satisfy constraint 2. The quality of a candidate solution σ ∈ Ω is assessed by means of the objective function f defined in Section 3.3.
In the next section, we show a procedure that generates initial solutions in Ω (as long as the problem is feasible). Then, the rest of the algorithm consistently maintains the exploration of the solutions within this subspace.
Initial Solution
Like all neighborhood search algorithms, ILS needs an initial solution. This one is theoretically of little influence on long runs but its quality can be crucial when solutions of good quality are to be reached quickly (see (17)). For this reason, we devise a heuristic which is a slightly improved version of the algorithm introduced in (3), also employed in (21) .
First, the MDVSP is transformed into a single-depot vehicle scheduling problem (SDVSP) by replacing all the depots h ∈ H by a single fictitious depot. We recall that the SDVSP is polynomial-time solvable. Costs for pull-in and pull-out trips in the relaxed formulation are equal to the cheapest costs among the different depots in the original problem. To solve the SDVSP, we implemented an efficient auction algorithm proposed in (11) . This first phase guarantees finding a minimum number of vehicles to cover all the trips in T . It provides a set of duties that must be assigned a vehicle in the second phase.
The assignment of the duties is solved using a greedy procedure: each one is assigned a free vehicle yielding the least cost, regarding the costs of the pull-in and pull-out trips. We added a third phase in which a SDVSP is solved for each depot.
The complexity of the procedure mainly lies in the auction algorithm. The computational analysis performed in (24) indicates a complexity of O(n 2 log(n)) for a forward auction algorithm for the linear assignment problem. However, our procedure integrates a combined version which alternates between forward and backward auctions (see (2)). Computational results carried out in that paper indicate that the combined version is considerably faster than the forward version alone.
Applied to the instances of (21), the initial heuristic rapidly produces feasible solutions.
Local Search and Neighborhood Structures
Our local search procedure performs a descent from the initial solution until it reaches a local minimum. Its strength lies in the employed neighborhood and in the way it is explored.
To show the effectiveness of the "block-moves" neighborhood, we first describe and analyze the two previous neighborhoods, N shif t and N swap , embedded in the Tabu Search algorithm described in (21) . Then, we define our "blockmoves" mechanism which is based on the notion of ejection chains. In the rest of the paper, σ designates the current configuration, σ a neighboring configuration taken from a given neighborhood.
Existing Neighborhoods
In the shift neighborhood N shif t , a neighboring configuration is obtained by transferring a trip of a vehicle to another vehicle. In the swap neighborhood N swap , the underlying move implies two trips t i and t j , run by two different vehicles v and v . It consists in exchanging the two vehicles of the two trips. The respective size of N shif t and N swap is O(np) and O(n 2 ). When a change concerns the first or the last trip of a vehicle, one checks if a transfer of the entire sequence of trips to an available vehicle of another depot would be profitable.
Block-Moves Neighborhood
Recent studies have shown that compound neighborhood structures, which encompass successions of interdependent moves, have advantages over simple neighborhoods. In our case, we propose a neighborhood structure based on a form of ejection chains. This new neighborhood structure will allow us to explore the solution space more extensively and effectively.
The principle of ejection chain was introduced in (12) and defined in a very general way. An ejection chain is initiated by selecting a set of elements to undergo a change of state. The result of this change leads to identifying a collection of other sets, with the property that at least one of the elements must be "ejected from" their current state.
Our neighborhood mechanism, called bl moves, consists in shifting bl consecutive trips run by the same vehicle v, to another vehicle v . The generated compound moves are thus represented by a sequence of triplets (t, v, v ). The block to be shifted is randomly selected according to a uniform distribution. These ejection moves often cause constraints violations that will trigger repair attempts. For each conflicting trip previously handled by v , we scan the vehicles that may receive it and retain the best one regarding the objective function. Unresolved conflicts are not allowed. As a last resort, the trips involved in a conflict after the repairing step are assigned a free vehicle. If no free vehicle is available, the movement is abandoned. As in N shif t and N swap , complete transfers of the trips to vehicles belonging to other depots are evaluated. Such transfers imply triplets to be added to the set of atomic moves. Algorithm 2 describes the generation of a neighbor while Figure 1 shows an illustrative example. From a given configuration (step 1), a block of two trips handled by vehicle 3 is randomly selected (step 2). Moving the block to vehicle 1 causes conflicts (steps 3 and 4). The trips involved in these conflicts are moved to vehicles 2 and 3 (steps 5 and 6).
The size of N bl moves (σ) depends on the distribution of the trips over the vehicles in the current configuration σ. Let M σ be the maximum number of trips handled by a vehicle in σ. Let nbv σ be the function that associates to each block size bl, the number of vehicles running bl trips exactly. With these notations, the size of N bl moves (σ) is computed in this way:
The part of the formula between square-brackets deals with the number of blocks, each one having p−1 possible new values. Even if the size of N bl moves (σ) varies during the search, this variation is rather limited. The ideas underlying the definition of the bl move neighborhood structure are the following. First, it prevents the search from being stuck in local optima because of some conflicts that could be repaired as soon as they arise. Second, behind the notion of "block moves", we aim at preserving the good properties of the configuration, typically the trips that fit well together.
Neighborhood Sampling
In a random descent algorithm, one neighbor of the current configuration is randomly selected (with a uniform probability distribution or not) and evaluated at each step. The neighbor is accepted if its cost is smaller than or equal to the cost of the current solution. A drawback of the random descent is that potentially high quality neighbors can be definitively missed.
Step 1 : initial situation
Step 2 : block selection
Step 3 : block move
Step 4 : conflicts identification
Step 5 : corrections
Step 6 : final situation A steepest descent algorithm evaluates instead all the neighbors of the current configuration in order to select a best improving neighbor. Such descent algorithm ensures a more intensive search at the price of higher computational efforts.
An intermediate technique consists in examining a fraction of the whole neighborhood of the current configuration. In our case, a predefined number of neighbors are randomly generated at each step. The best one in this subset is retained after evaluation. All the question then lies in the balance between quality and computational effort. In our algorithm, the neighborhood size is computed after the construction of the initial solution. A parameter, denoted α (α ∈ [0, 1]) is introduced to determine the portion of the whole neighborhood examined at each iteration.
Stopping Criterion for Local Search
In the local search phase, when the number of iterations without strict improvement exceeds n idle = β α × |N bl moves (σ)|, the search is considered as stagnating on a local optimum and is subsequently halted. Note that n idle takes into account the sample size.
Perturbation Mechanisms
In order to escape from local optima and to explore new regions of the search space, ILS applies perturbations to the best local minimum. A crucial issue concerns the strength of the perturbation. If it is too strong, ILS may behave like a random restart resulting in a very low probability of finding better solutions. On the other hand, if the perturbation is not strong enough, the local search procedure will rapidly go back to a previous local optimum.
We defined two types of perturbation mechanisms that are sequentially applied in our ILS procedure. The first one consists in carrying out η moves independently of their effect on the evaluation function as long as they do not increase the number of used vehicles. Thanks to the neighborhood sampling mechanism, we attain a double objective: achieving strong perturbations without deteriorating too much the configuration. The nature of the perturbation is also an important issue. If it is too weak, it will be undone during the local search phase. Our second perturbation mechanism performs a reorganization of the trips in each depot. More precisely, all the trips handled by the vehicles from one particular depot are first unassigned. Then, a SDVSP is solved to optimally reassign these trips. Being more complex than the block moves, such a perturbation is difficult to reverse by the local search phase. Furthermore, it optimizes some subparts of the configuration, resulting in better quality solutions.
Acceptance Criterion
The acceptance criterion plays a role in the balance between intensification and diversification. Our acceptance criterion clearly privileges intensification since the best solution resulting from a local search phase is accepted if and only if it improves the local minimum encountered so far.
Termination Criterion
Various conditions may be used to stop the algorithm : maximal number of iterations, lower bound, etc. Since our algorithm will be compared to other heuristics (see Section 5), the stopping criterion is the computational time here.
Computational Experiments

Benchmarks and Settings
The experiments that we carried out rely on the benchmarks 1 proposed in (21) . These test problems aim at simulating real-world situations. The way they were generated has been originally described in (5) and recalled in (10; 9). This set of benchmarks contains six categories (m ∈ {4, 8} and n ∈ {500, 1000, 1500}). Within each category, five instances are defined, leading to a total of 30 instances.
Our ILS algorithm was coded in C++, compiled with VC++ 8.0 (flag -O3), on a laptop equipped with a 2 Ghz T7200 Intel Core and 2Gb RAM running Windows XP.
In the rest of this section, the results often refer to the gap of a solution found by an algorithm to the best known solution (values available at the web site of the problem instances). As proposed in (5), the solution values are purged of the additional cost P for the vehicles (P is set to 10000), in order to get more discriminating gaps:
Comparison of Neighborhoods
The purpose of the first experiment is to compare N bl moves with the two existing neighborhoods N shif t and N swap on the 30 problem instances. For this purpose, we embed each of these neighborhoods into a random descent algorithm (see Section 4.4.3).
Due to their stochastic nature, the algorithms are executed 20 times on each instance. The stop criterion for each run is set to 5, 15 and 30 seconds for instances containing 500, 1000 and 1500 trips respectively. For each problem instances, we first calculated the average gaps (see Section 5.1) of the 20 local optima found by the independent runs. The average is further realized on the five instances within a common instance type. Table 1 shows the gaps and the standard deviations obtained by the three descent algorithms for the six categories of problem instances.
From this table, it can be observed that the descent algorithm embedding N bl moves obtains far better results than the two others. Standard deviations also show a greater robustness for our block-moves neighborhood N bl moves . For instance, for the category of 8 depots and 1000 trips, N bl moves leads to a gap of 7.92 which is approximately the half of the gap obtained with N swap and only one third of the the gap obtained with N shif t . Moreover, the standard deviation of 1.60 is much smaller than those produced by the two other neighborhoods (2.70 and 3.88 respectively for N swap and N shif t ). This experimentation also confirms that N swap performs better than the simple shift-based neighborhood. Table 1 Average gaps to the best known solutions and standard deviation (%)
To complement the results of Table 1 , we show in Figure 2 the evolution of the cost function during the descent search process with the three neighborhoods. The curves represent the average values for each neighborhood over the 5 instances of 8 depots and 1500 trips. One clearly observes that the "block-moves" neighborhood allows the descent process to always reach better solutions from the first iterations to the end of the search.
Finally, to confirm the practical advantage of N bl moves over N swap and N shif t , we replicated the same experiments with our ILS algorithm and observed quite similar results.
Quantitative and Qualitative Analysis
In order to have a deeper understanding of the behavior differences, we perform a qualitative and quantitative analysis of the three types of neighborhood. We focus on the evolution of two important indicators pertaining to neighborhoods during a search process: the number of improving and plateau neighbors and the quality (or strength) of improvement. For these investigations, we used an In a preamble of these experimentations, the descent algorithm equipped with N bl moves was executed 20 times (in order to make the analysis statistically sound). The configurations encountered when the evaluation function reaches predefined thresholds (from 24% to 8%, at every 2% step) were recorded for two post-analysis.
In the first experiment, we consider the previously collected configurations and compute the average number of improving, plateau and deteriorating neighbors. In Figure 3 , we represented the improving neighbors (in terms of percentage regarding the neighborhood size) according to the type of neighborhood. It is clearly observed that the "block-moves" neighborhood leads always higher percentages of improving neighbors during a descent, thus offering many more opportunities for improving the current solution at each iteration. Also notice that when improving neighbors begin to vanish with N shif t and N swap , the "block-moves" neighborhood N bl moves continues to offer improving solutions. We can conclude that the descent with N bl moves has much more chances to improve its solutions at each iteration and for a longer time than with N shif t and N swap .
In the second experiment, we examine another important factor of a neighborhood, namely the quality of the improvement, measured by the absolute cost difference ∆f = |f (σ ) − f (σ)|, σ being a solution and σ an improving neighbor. Figure 4 represents the results obtained on instance m8n1000s0 in form of boxplots for the three neighborhoods at the 8% threshold. The boxplots provide a convenient way for graphically depicting numerical data through their five-number summaries (the smallest observation, lower quartile (Q1), The differences between medians (24.0 for bl moves, 9.0 for shif t and 20.0 for swap) already discriminate N shif t from the two other neighborhoods. Concerning N bl moves , we notice many outliers occurrences, which are observations numerically distant from the rest of the data. In the present case, these outliers correspond to very appealing movements. Improving neighbors appear not only more numerous in N bl moves than in N shif t and N swap , but they also are of much better quality, permitting more important cost improvements.
This set of experiments leads us to conclude that the "block-moves" neighborhood allows the descent algorithm to explore more intensively and effectively its search space and obtain better solutions than with N shif t and N swap . Given this observation, we retain N bl moves for integration in our ILS algorithm.
Iterated Local Search Parametrization
In our ILS algorithm, three parameters (see sections: 4.4.3, 4.4.4, 4.5) need to be tuned:
• α, the portion of neighborhood considered at each iteration, • β, used to compute the number of idle iterations elapsed before the interruption of the local search phase, • η, the number of accepted moves during the perturbation.
The best values for these parameters are of course interdependent. For this reason, we use a 2-level full factorial experiment in order to determine the significant parameters affecting the response of ILS ( Figure 5 ). We refer the reader to the book of (18) for a survey on the design of experiments. The levels of the parameters are indicated in Table 2 . Table 2 Parameter levels (%)
Observing Figure 5 , α appears to be a significant factor. A Student t-test rejected the null-hypothesis at a 0.05 threshold confirming the graphical impression. The performance of the ILS algorithm seems less sensitive to the Based on these results, we decided to retain the triplet (0.002, 0.5, 1000) for α, β and η. Other values for β and η did not yield significant differences.
Comparative Results
In this section, we compare ILS with 4 state-of-the-art algorithms presented in (21) using the same set of benchmarks. The studied heuristics were the following:
• a GENCOL based column generation heuristic, prematurely halted when the solution improvement is getting slow, • a Lagrangian relaxation, • a Large Neighborhood Search algorithm, also based on the GENCOL package to reconstruct a solution, • and a Tabu Search algorithm using the N shif t and N swap neighborhoods.
A heuristic MIP solver was also addressed in (21) but is not considered here. Suffering from high computational time requirements, this heuristic even failed to solve one of the largest instances within the allocated 10 hours.
To have a fair comparison, each algorithm should ideally be coded by the same expert programmer and run on the same environment. In the present case, gathering such experimental conditions is impossible.
Still a comparison is necessary and interesting to assess the performance of our ILS algorithm. The computing times indicated in (21) were set in function of column generation: they correspond to the minimum amount of time for this algorithm to yield good quality results. The paper indicates that it would be difficult to substantially reduce the computational time needed by column generation without significantly deteriorating solution quality. Since the Intel Xeon 2.66 GHz workstation used in (21) is slightly faster in term of CPU speed than our laptop, we decide to apply a 1.33 ratio to the computing times indicated in this paper for each instance. We use the following time limits:
• 110, 930, and 3060 seconds for the 4 depots 500-, 1000-and 1500-trips instances.
• 165, 1200, and 4260 seconds for the 8 depots 500-, 1000-and 1500-trips instances. Table 3 Comparison of the ILS algorithm with four best performing heuristic algorithms with respect to the best known solutions Table 3 presents the comparative results of ILS and the four mentioned algorithms, taken from (21) . We also show the best known results, available at the above website. To report the results of ILS, this algorithm is run 10 times on each instance. The displayed results correspond to an average of averages over the 5 instances in each category (m ∈ {4, 8}, n ∈ {500, 1000, 1500}).
From the table, one observes that the proposed ILS algorithm ranks second after the Column generation heuristic and surpasses the other heuristics. In particular, on 5 out of 6 problem categories, ILS obtains better solutions than LNS which is the best performing metaheuristic implemented so far (and which is based on the GENCOL package). Moreover, it clearly dominates TS and Lagrangian heuristic. Given its simplicity, the implemented ILS algorithm can be considered as a credible alternative to Column generation based heuristics.
Detailed Results
While Table 3 presents a synthetic view of the results obtained by the different algorithms, we expose in Table 4 some statistics computed over the set of ILS runs.
The first column of Table 4 indicates the instance name. The next five columns are related to the distance to the best known solutions. They show respectively the average values over the 10 runs (Avg), the standard deviation (Sd), the median (Med), the minimum (Min) and the maximum (Max) values. The column entitled "Vehicles" informs about the number of vehicles. The next two columns contain absolute costs, namely the average costs obtained by ILS (Avg) and the best known cost (Best known). The last column (Opt) indicates whether the instance has been solved to optimality by CPLEX or not.
It can be observed that as other heuristics, ILS easily attains the minimum number of vehicles (main objective). In addition, its results over different runs remain quite stable for most of the instances. If the best solutions ("Min" column) are considered, one observes that for 10 instances over 30, the gap to the best known one is less than 1.2%.
Variations on Computational Time
In this section, we are interested in the behavior of the ILS heuristic when shorter or longer computational time is provided. For this purpose, we halved the initial cutoff time allocated to ILS in a first experiment and multiplied it by five in a second experiment. The results are gathered in Table 5 (averaged over 5 runs).
This table first shows that ILS still furnishes good quality solutions within short computational times. Compared to the reference runs, we observe a loss always inferior to 0.5 %. This is an interesting feature in practical situations where the algorithm can be halted at any moment. This also constitutes an important advantage with respect to the Column Generation based heuristics whose solution quality may significantly deteriorate if the allowed computational time is reduced (21).
On the other hand, this table also confirms that ILS benefits from more computational time. Indeed, long runs lead always to solutions of better quality. The improvement is even important for most problem categories. Notice that it may be possible to accelerate the running speed of the ILS algorithm by code optimization techniques. Table 4 Detailed results of the ILS runs
Conclusion
The Multiple Depot Vehicle Scheduling Problem is of paramount importance in the operational planning process of public transport systems. Although various solution approaches have been proposed in the last three decades, the Table 5 Results of ILS with varying computational times -Gap to the best solutions (%) first metaheuristics to deal with the MDVSP appeared only very recently.
This article introduced an Iterated Local Search algorithm for the MDVSP. This algorithm integrates some key features that have a great impact on the heuristic search:
• an effective auction algorithm that allows the fast construction of good quality initial solutions, • a powerful "block-moves" neighborhood schema which maintains the good properties of the configuration and repairs conflicts as soon as they arise, • a neighborhood sampling technique that provides a good trade-off between the computational time and the quality of the selected neighbors, • two efficient perturbations mechanisms sequentially applied.
We have assessed the practical effectiveness of ILS by extensive experimentations using a set of 30 benchmark instances from the literature. Computational results have showed that ILS is able to furnish high quality solutions in very short computational time. Indeed, even if the column generation heuristic algorithm remains the best solution approach, ILS dominates the two best existing metaheuristic algorithms (Tabu Search and column generation-based Large Neighborhood Search). Furthermore, we have observed that still better solutions can be obtained when the cutoff time is increased. The ILS algorithm is also robust since the quality of its solutions varies little across different runs.
We have also carried out an analysis of the "block-moves" neighborhood and the existing neighborhood structures. Based on this analysis, we have put forward the advantage of the "block-moves" neighborhood and showed why it provides the search procedure with more search capacity.
